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Made in Time
You hold in your hand a piece of copal, a hardened 
form of aromatic resin produced by conifers.  When 
fresh, the resin was gummy.  Copal represents an in-
termediate state as the resin fossilizes on its way to-
ward amber.  Your piece of copal was fresh and gummy 
about the time settlers landed in Jamestown.  In only a 
few more million years, it could become a specimen of 
precious amber.  Don’t lose it; amber is quite expensive.

All good things take time. In this respect, you are like copal:  in time you are being trans-
formed into a precious gemstone.  You are “God’s work of art, his masterpiece” (Eph 2:10); 
you are a wonder of creation, like all his works (Ps 139:14), and God is willing to take his 
time with you.  If God is unhurried with you, you can be patient with yourself too.  Next 
time you’re having a bad day and feeling like you’ve let yourself or others down, give yourself 
a few more million years.

The copal in your hand is your fellow traveler in time.

This is why copal reminds us of Advent, for Advent is a season of waiting and of longing. As 
the ancient Hebrew people endured centuries of waiting, longing for the coming of the 
Messiah, and as Mary longed for the birth of Christ as she waited the nine long months and 
endured the many miles journeying to Bethlehem, so we are united with them in longing for 
the recreation that is promised in our lives of his peace and joy.  

“But when the time had fully come, God sent his Son, born of a woman, born un-
der law, to redeem those under law, that we might receive the full rights of sons 
and daughters.” (Galatians 4:4–5)

Where there is waiting and longing, there also hope springs from a joy that is deeper than all  
our sorrows:

Late in time behold Him come;  Offspring of a Virgin’s womb
Veiled in flesh the Godhead see;  Hail the incarnate Deity
Pleased as man with man to dwell;  Jesus, our Emmanuel

Hark!  The herald angels sing;  “Glory to the newborn King!”
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Unique as Madagascar
Your piece of copal comes from Madagascar, an unequivocally singular location on the globe.  
Some ecologists refer to Madagascar as the “eighth continent,” because approximately 80% 
of all plant and animal species found in Madagascar are found nowhere else.  

The elephant bird, now extinct, 
was over 10 feet tall – the largest 
bird (purple, right).  Ring-tailed 
lemurs, with their large, reflective 
eyes, flit through the forests at 
night (below).  The range of all spe-
cies of lemurs is identical with the 
map of Madagascar.  Your piece of 
copal might preserve a fragment of 
an elephant bird’s feather or a piece 
of lemur fur, if one of these animals brushed by when it was fresh and gummy.

In geological time, Madagascar is a place on the move:  A piece of an ancient super-
continent split off from what is now Africa approximately 160 million years ago and traveled 
north for a while; then about half that long ago, a smaller piece of the land that split off 
from Africa again split into two:  one part formed the Indian subcontinent and the other 
the island of Madagascar (green).

You are unique, one of the unequivocally singular persons inhabiting this planet.  Like 
Madagascar, the geological puzzle that is you is constantly in motion, traveling first here and 
then there and combining the best of many worlds into one exotic ecosystem, one enchant-
ing island, with an utterly unique story and an utterly enthralling identity.  

No one has seen it all in this world until they have become friends with you.
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Inclusions
From gas bubbles to parts of plants or animals, just about anything might be found trapped 
within a piece of amber or copal.  Paleontologist Paul Tafforeau uses his colossal x-ray ma-
chine in Grenoble, France, to recover images of insects that buzzed or annoyed dinosaurs, 
unseen by the human eye for 100 million years.  Martin Brasier at Oxford University found 
tiny threads of spidersilk — the world’s oldest spiderweb — encased inside a piece of amber 
from 140 million years ago. In 1992, scientists at the University of California at Berkeley, the 
California Polytechnic Institute and the Smithsonian Institution successfully recovered ge-
netic material from a 40-million-year-old extinct stingless bee.

When it was a soft, sticky tree 
resin, your copal was a piece of 
natural flypaper.  Do you see any 
inclusions in your specimen?  
(With a magnifying lens?)

Impurities add interest to copal. 
Inclusions increase the value of 
amber.  It is the same with you!  

The very idiosyncrasies that make 
you unusual, the things in your life 
that didn’t turn out as planned, the 
obstacles, detours, failures, weaknesses and character flaws that you have faced — these are 
your “inclusions.”  The next time you’re discouraged at what you see in your life, remember 

that inclusions become transformed into 
jewels!  Inclusions are what grace is all about, 
so rejoice that: 

“in all things God works for the good of 
those who love him” (Romans 8:28)  

“And we all, with unveiled face, beholding the 
glory of the Lord, are being transformed into 
the same image from one degree of glory to 
another.” (2 Corinthians 3:18)
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Incense and perfume
And behold, the star that they had seen when it rose went before them until it 
came to rest over the place where the child was.   When they saw the star, they 
rejoiced exceedingly with great joy.   And going into the house they saw the child 
with Mary his mother, and they fell down and worshiped him.   Then, opening 
their treasures, they offered him gifts, gold and frankincense and myrrh. 
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 (Matthew 2:9–11)

At this time of year we sing of the magi who offered 
three gifts to the child:  gold to honor him as king, 
myrrh for his body’s burying, and frankincense to 
worship him.

Like frankincense, copal and amber are used for in-
cense and perfume.

Like a piece of copal, your life makes a pleasant 
aroma to those around you and to God:  

“We give off a sweet scent rising to God, which 
is recognized by those on the way of salva-
tion—an aroma redolent with life.” (2 Corin-
thians 2:15)

You are a gift to us of incense and pleasing perfume.
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Light and electricity
The magic of amber lies in the light.  Amber is 
transparent, but transforms light with new color.  
Amber is a container for light, not to capture and 
hold it within, but to pass it through and imbue it 
with new vibrancy.  

Hold your piece of copal up to the light.  Can you 
see through it?  How does it change the light?

( You, like amber, are a medium of light.

If you rub a piece of amber with a cloth, amber 
displays an attraction that draws other objects to 
itself — such as a piece of paper or another fragment of amber.  This curious property of 
attraction, which the ancients called the “amber effect,” we know as static electricity.  No 
wonder the Greek name for amber was Electron (ηλεκτρον).  

Rub your copal with a piece of flannel cloth.  Does it display the amber effect?

( Do you display an amber effect?  

In his 1600 book, De Magnete, William Gilbert distinguished the amber effect from magnet-
ism as two different kinds of attraction.  In the late 19th century, due to the work of James 
Clerk Maxwell and others, the phenomena of light, electricity and magnetism were once 
again unified in a comprehensive theory of electromagnetism.

Care of amber, copal and yourself
“Do not put your amber jewelry on before hairspray and perfume is applied, because it will 
likely create a whitish coating on the amber that may be permanent…. Dust and perspira-
tion can be removed with clean, lukewarm (never hot!) water and a soft flannel cloth. The 
amber can be dried and rubbed with clear olive oil, then rubbed with a soft cloth to remove 
excess oil and restore the polish…. Do not place amber art objects near heating ducts or in 
direct sunshine.”  http://www.emporia.edu/earthsci/amber/care.htm

Handle gently and with care, avoid excessive heat — Mr. Rogers taught us the same thing.
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More about amber
• http://www.dragonflyamber.com/about_our_amber/amber_legends/ :  “There are many 

myths surrounding the origin of amber. In Greek mythology, Ovid wrote about Phaethon, 
who convinced his father Helios, the Sun God, to allow him to drive the chariot of the sun 
across the sky for a day. He drove too close to the 
earth, setting it on fire. To save the earth, Zeus struck 
Phaethon out of the sky with his thunderbolts, plung-
ing him into the sea. His sisters (the Heliades, the 
daughters of Helios, the Sun), turned into poplar 
trees on the bank of the Eridanus River, Where sor-
rowing they weep into the stream forever.  And each tear as 
it fa&s shines in the water, a glistening drop of amber.”

• http://www.emporia.edu/earthsci/amber/myths.htm : 
“Amber was listed among other precious decorations by Homer in the Odyssey. It was 
mentioned by Aristotle, Plato, Theophrastus, Tacitus, and Strabo. Pliny the Elder wrote a 
natural history treatise and explained amber’s origins. Amber’s unique properties are pre-
sented in early mineralogical dissertations:  Al Biruni (972-1068), Albertus Magnus (1193-
1280), and Georgius Agricola (1492-1555).  Sendelius’ work, Historia succinorum corpora aliena 
involventium (1742) contains excellent descriptions and illustrations of animal inclusions in 
the royal collection in Dresden.”

• http://www.ambergallery.lt/english/muziejus-gintaras_medicinoje.htm : “In ancient Rome, 
amber was used as medicine and as a protection against different diseases. Calistratus 
wrote that amber protects from madness, a powder of amber mixed with honey cures 
throat, ear and eye diseases, and taken with water cures stomach illnesses.”

• http://www.amberjewelry.com/SearchResults.asp?Cat=89 :  “Thousands of years ago people 
were fascinated by the extraordinary, inexplicable properties of the golden pebbles found 
on beaches and in coastal forests. The stone burnt when cast into the fire, exuding a pleas-
ant resinous smell and aromatic smoke, and, when rubbed, attracted various small light 
items towards itself as if by magic.  The stone interior would often hide small undamaged 
plants and insects, which must also have found their way inside by magic. That sufficed to 
arouse the curiosity of primitive man, with admiration & respect for this unusual gem. It is 
no wonder man started attributing magical powers to amber.”  The Great Book of Amber by 
Elzbieta Mierzwinska.

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amber 
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